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Muon trapping at monovacancies in iron
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Positive-muon —spin-rotation experiments were performed on electron irradiated iron. A
new defect-associated frequency is observed which is assigned to muons trapped at monova-

cancies. The hyperfine field at the vacancy site is —0.956 T at 140 K. The diffusion con-

stant for p+ in iron deduced from the trapping rate follows an Arrhenius law with an ac-

tivation energy of 38+3 meV between 90 and 190 K.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we report on the direct observation
of positive-muon trapping at lattice defects in
electron-irradiated iron. The capture of the muons

by the defects is evidenced by a change in the pre-
cession frequency of the muon spin. The underlying
process is the following: Positive muons implanted
into iron come to rest at an interstitial site and the
spin starts precessing with the well-known frequency
of about 50 MHz corresponding to the local magnet-
ic field at an interstitial site in ferromagnetic Fe.
Since the muons are highly mobile in Fe, they dif-
fuse through the sample and may encounter defects
where they are trapped. The trapping will in general
change the precession frequency since the local field
is different at the new position compared to the old
one. For fast trapping, the change of the frequency
can be seen directly in the muon —spin-rotation

(@SR) time spectra.
Muon trapping at lattice defects has been reported

before for various Al and Nb samples. ' Since
these materials are diamagnetic, the trapping does
not show up in a change of the precession frequency,
but rather in an increase of the relaxation rate. An
advantage of the present experiment using a magnet-
ic material for these studies lies in the fact that fre-
quencies can be measured with much higher pre-
cision than relaxation rates and that therefore a
clear distinction between different defects (trapping
centers) is possible. Preliminary data of the present
experiment were reported at two conferences. '

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The pSR experiment was performed at the low-
momentum (28.8-MeV/c) muon beam at the Swiss

Institute for Nuclear Research (Schweizerisches In-
stitut fur Nuklearforschung) in zero external mag-
netic field. A general description of the pSR tech-
nique is given, e.g., in Ref. 7. Single-crystal Fe tar-
gets with an area of about 2 cm and 1.8 mm thick-
ness were used. The main impurities in the sample
were 6.5 wt. ppm Si, 8.5 wt. ppm Al, and less than 6
wt. ppm Ni, all other contaminations being &1
wt. ppm. The targets were irradiated at 10 K with
3-MeV electrons at the Kernforschungsanlage
Jiilich. The irradiation doses were 2.9X 10' and
7.3&&10' e /cm . In addition, some data points
around 220 K were taken with a sample irradiated
with 11&&10' e /cm . The targets were loaded at
77 K into the pSR cryostat without being allowed to
warm up above 90 K. The resistivity recovery was
measured parallel to the @SRexperiments.

Owing to the small range of the low-momentum
muon beam it is assured that the muons are stopped
in a homogeneously damaged layer. The p+ stop-
ping rate was 4&(10 s ' and in each spectrum
about 10 events were accumulated. An isochronal
annealing program was performed in situ for 10 min
at annealing temperatures Tz. pSR experiments
were carried out at different measuring temperatures
TM well below Tz, so that no significant recovery
took place during the experiment.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1 pSR time spectra for four different tem-
peratures T~ are shown. For all spectra, the anneal-
ing temperature Tz was 188 K. In the upper spec-
trum only one precession signal with a frequency vi
of about 50 MHz is observed. This signal is well
known from experiments on unirradiated Fe samples
and is attributed to muons diffusing over interstitial
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FIG. 1. pSR spectra of electron-irradiated iron an-
nealed at T~ ——188 K. At T~ ——83 K only the well-known
50-MHz precession of interstitial muons in iron is seen.
At higher temperature a second frequency (30 MHz)
shows up after 10—70 ns. The transition from 50 to 30
MHz is a direct indication of muon trapping at vacancies
after a certain mean free-diffusion time.
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sites. In the lower spectra this frequency is observed
only at the very beginning whereas after a short time
a different frequency v2 of about 30 MHz shows up.
This change in frequency is a direct indication that
muons are trapped at defects. It is clearly seen that
the trapping occurs in about 10—70 ns after the
muon has entered the sample at t =0. The time the
muon needs to reach the defects decreases with in-
creasing temperatures since the muons become more
mobile. This shift towards shorter times increases
the amplitude A2 of the second frequency since less
dephasing occurs for shorter capture times. The
solid lines in Fig. 1 are fits to the data with the ex-
pression

X(t)=Npexp( tl~„)[1+P—(t)]+B

with
2

P(t) = g A;exp( A,;t)cos(co; t+y; —) .

Here r& 2. 19 ps is the m——uon lifetime and B the
background. 2;, A,;, co;, and y; are the amplitude,
the relaxation rate, the frequency, and the phase,
respectively. Index 1 is used for the free-diffusing
component (50-MHz line) and index 2 for the
trapped component (30-MHz line).

In Fig. 2 Fourier transforms of three characteris-
tic JMSR spectra are shown. Figure 2(a) shows the
frequency spectrum from a measurement of an irra-
diated sample at TM ——176 K. One precession fre-
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FIG. 2. Fourier transforms of @SR spectra over 1700
ns for unirradiated [Fig. 2(a)] and irradiated [Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c)] iron samples. The measuring temperature was
176 K in all three cases. In Fig. 2(c) the sample was an-
nealed above stage III (220 K) where monovacancies
disappear.

quency at v~
——50 MHz with a small linewidth is ob-

served. In Fig. 2(b) the frequency spectrum of an ir-
radiated sample annealed at Tq ——189 K and mea-
sured at 176 K is shown. The signal with v&

——50
MHz is not seen any more but a new frequency with
v2 ——30 MHz shows up very clearly. This frequency
is attributed to muons trapped at a defect. The
small linewidth of the second frequency indicates
that no detrapping occurs during the muon lifetime.
At higher annealing temperatures (Tz ——233 K) the
frequency vq is no longer observed [Fig. 2(c)j. Obvi-
ously the trapping centers disappeared during the
annealing process. In Fig. 2(c) the signal at 50 MHz
is still much broader than in the unirradiated sam-
ple. This indicates that some damage remained in
the sample. Full recovery, i.e., a spectrum as seen in
Fig. 2(a), is obtained after annealing at 1100 K. In
the following, four aspects of the experiment (defect
assignment, defect recovery, muon diffusion, and
hyperfine fields) will be discussed separately.
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A. Defect assignment

An important result of the present experiment is
the fact that only one defect line is observed experi-
mentally (Fig. 2). The large intensity of this line
which exhausts the expected strength almost com-
pletely excludes the possibility that strong lines in
unobserved frequency regions could have been over-
looked.

The observation of a single defect line implies,
first of all, that only one major type of trapping
center can exist in the sample. In addition the trap-
ping center must be simple since complex defects
would not give a unique configuration. Therefore,
in the following, only monovacancies, divacancies,
and monointerstitials will be considered further.

Interstitial defects can be excluded by the follow-
ing arguments: Monointerstitials at tetrahedral or
octahedral sites and (100) dumbbells have tetrago-
nal symmetry with the symmetry axis along the
cube axes. Since these axes can be either parallel or
perpendicular to the (100) magnetization direction,
they would give rise to magnetically inequivalent
configurations and therefore would cause a splitting
of the line. This splitting should be in the order of a
few MHz, corresponding to typical dipolar fields in
Fe, and therefore should be easily detectable. A
similar argument holds for the (110) dumbbell
which is considered as the stable interstitial configu-
ration in Fe. ' Since no splitting is observed ex-

perimentally, these configurations can be excluded.
The only simple interstitial defect consistent with
the observation of a single line is the ( 111)
dumbbell. However, there is neither experimental '

nor theoretical' evidence for the existence of such a
configuration in Fe. Therefore, the 30-MHz line
cannot be attributed to muons trapped at interstitial
defects.

Among the divacancy configurations again, only
those with a (111) symmetry axis are accceptable
on the basis of symmetry considerations. However,
model calculations' indicate that these configura-
tions are not stable in bcc metals, but the main argu-
ment against a divacancy assignment comes from a
consideration of the defect production process in
e -irradiated samples. Whereas it seems completely
plausible that mono vacancies dominate in e
irradiated samples, the opposite, namely a domi-
nance of divacancies, seems rather unrealistic. It
should be emphasized that the present experiment is
an exclusive one; i.e., if the 30-MHz line is assigned
to divacancies then there can be no trapping at
monovacancies. Although the production of diva-
cancies is possible with 3-MeV electrons, it seems
nevertheless completely unrealistic to assume that
only divacancies are produced. An explanation of

the data with extremely different trapping radii or
binding energies of monovacancies and divacancies
for muons seems not very satisfactory either. There-
fore, we conclude that the 30-MHz line has to be at-
tributed to muons trapped at monovacancies.

The monovacancy assignment gives a completely
satisfactory explanation of the data. In particular,
no additional lines are expected since (i) the number
of. the other defects is rather small, and (ii) most of
them produce a splitting of the line reducing the in-
tensity in each one of them. On the other hand, the
monovacancy has cubic symmetry and therefore the
whole intensity is contained in a single line.

Before proceeding, the possibility of an off-center
position of the trapped muon should be considered.
If static, the off-center position would again produce
a splitting of the line and therefore can be ruled out
on the basis of the experimental observation. How-
ever, an off-center position with a fast motion of the
muon around the substitutional site would be in
complete accordance with the present experiment.
Assuming dipolar fields at the off-center position in
the order of 0.1 T ( typical values in Fe), a hopping
rate larger than a few times 10' per second would
be required in order to average out the dipolar split-
ting to less than the observed linewidth of 0.3 MHz.
Muon hopping rates in this order of magnitude are
not unreasonable in this temperature range. "
Therefore, the substitutional and the off-center posi-
tion of the muon cannot be distinguished by the
present experiment.

It should be mentioned that a fast motion of the
muon around a defect which by itself has noncubic
symmetry would not avoid a splitting of the defect
line. Therefore, the argument used above to exclude
the interstitial assignment remains valid even if the
muon performs jumps around this defect.

B. Defect recovery

Figure 3 shows the amplitude of the 30-MHz de-
fect line as a function of the annealing temperature
for two different measuring temperatures. It is seen
that the defect line disappears in recovery stage III
around 220 K. In an especially designed experiment
with high irradiation dose (11X10' e /cm ) and
high counting statistics [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)] it was
found that the amplitude of the defect line goes
down in stage III at least by a factor of 35, indicat-
ing a drastic reduction (or complete annealing) of
monovacancies. This result has to be confronted
with a resistivity recovery in stage III of only a fac-
tor of S.' According to the two-interstitial model, '

monovacancies disappear in stage III by recombina-
tion with mobile interstitials; therefore, the reduc-
tion of the monovacancy concentration should not
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FIG. 3. Amplitude A2 of the defect line (30 MHz) as
function of the annealing temperature Tq. The pSR mea-
surements were performed at TM ——120 and 150 K,
respectively. The sample was irradiated with
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C. Muon diffusion

Figure 5 shows Fourier spectra for the same an-
nealing but for different measuring temperatures.
The change of the intensity from the 50- to the 30-
MHz line and the increase of the 30-MHz line with
increasing temperature is clearly seen. From this
behavior the following picture has evolved: We as-
sume that muons implanted into the target stop ran-
domly at interstitial sites, in general, in an undis-
turbed lattice area. From this point on the muons

be larger than of the resistivity, i.e., a factor of 5 or
less. However, a reduction of the monovacancy con-
centration of only a factor of 5 is not consistent with
the complete disappearance of the defect line in the
present experiment. Therefore, the two-interstitial
model cannot be accepted for Fe.

A natural explanation of both the pSR and resis-
tivity results is obtained if one assumes that vacan-
cies migrate in stage III. In this model, ' monova-
cancies disappear completely in stage III either by
recombination or by clustering, whereas some resis-
tivity from clusters remains in the sample. This is
apparently in agreement with the data. Monovacan-
cy migration at 220 K was postulated also by
Vehanen et al. ' from a positron annihilation exper-
iment but a different interpretation of the data was
given by Frank et al. ' .

The general recovery of the sample by defect an-
nealing shows up also in the relaxation rate A, ~ of the
free-diffusing muon component (50-MHz line). The
behavior of A,

~ as a function of the annealing tem-
perature (Fig. 4) resembles strongly the resistivity
recovery curves obtained in Ref. 12: Stage I at 110
K and stage III at 220 K are clearly seen in Fig. 4.
Full recovery, i.e., a A,

~ value as in the unirradiated
sample, requires annealing above 1100 K.
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FIG. 4. Relaxation rate A, j of the 50-MHz line as a
function of the annealing temperature T&. The measuring
temperatures T~ were 79, 120, and 150 K, respectively.

start diffusing through the crystal while the spin is
precessing with 50 MHz. If trapped at a monova-
cancy at time t' the precession frequency changes
suddenly from 50 to 30 MHz; therefore, for an indi-
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FIG. 5. Fourier transforms of @SRspectra on irradiat-
ed iron. The annealing temperature T~ was 206 K for all
four runs but the measuring temperature TM was
changed. AT TM ——79 K only the 50-MHz line of muons
at interstitial sites is seen. With increasing temperature
the muons become more mobile and reach the defects fas-
ter with the consequence that the intensity of the 30-MHz
line increases.
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P(r) =A,e(r' r) —cos~, r+A, e(r r')—

X cos[co 2(t —r )+co)r j, (2)

vidual muon the polarization P(t) has the following
form:

where B(t t'—)=1 for t t—'&0 and e(t —t')=0
otherwise.

The behavior of the muon ensemble is obtained by
integrating (2) over the trapping time r' with the
weighting function 1/rDexp( t'/—rD). The result is

t /saP(t) =Aoe cos(co&t)+ 2,&
cos{co2t+arctan(hcorD))

[1+(hcorD) ]'~

~o t /rD
e cos{co&t+arctan(hcorD )),

[1+(hcorD) j'~ (3)

where rn is the mean free-diffusion time before
trapping, Ao is the initial amplitude (15.5%), and
Leo =co

&

—co2 is the difference between the precession
frequencies in the free and trapped states, respective-
ly. Comparison of formulas (1) and (3) shows that
the parameters of the first frequency (index 1) are
determined by the first and third term in (3), and
those of the second frequency (index 2) by the
second term in (3). Formula (3) is derived assuming
one kind of trapping center only and no intrinsic re-
laxation. Modification including these effects will
be discussed together with the interpretation of the
data.

It can be seen from formula (3) that the interest-
ing quantity ~D is contained in three independent ex-
perimental parameters: (i) the relaxation rate A, &, (ii)
the amplitude A2, and (iii) the phase yz. In the fol-
lowing, these quantities will be discussed in more de-
tail.

The relaxation rate A, ~ of the 50-MHz line is
shown in Fig. 6 as a function of temperature; the
different curves refer to different annealing tempera-
tures. It can be seen that in the whole temperature
range A,

&
is appreciably larger for the irradiated than

for the unirradiated sample. In general, a V-shape
behavior with a minimum around 60—100 K is ob-
served. We think that the differences in A, ~ at the
low temperatures (T &60 K) are caused mainly by
the lower mobility of the muon in the disturbed lat-
tice. Since the low-temperature region is dominated
by quantum diffusion, strain fields from defects are
expected to have a large effect on the mobility of the
muon. Note that the minimum of A, ~ at 15 K is
smeared out in the irradiated sample. This behavior
is expected if one assumes that the coherent tunnel-
ing process proposed for T~ &35 K in Ref. 11 is
especially influenced very strongly by defects.

The reincrease of A, ~ above 60 K is closely con-
nected with the muon trapping at defects. One con-
tribution to A,

~
comes from the term 1/rD in formu-

la (3). However, there are additional terms in A, ~

which originate from the intrinsic relaxation and
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FIG. 6. Relaxation rate A, ~ of the 50-MHz line as a
function of the measuring temperature TM for different
annealing temperatures T~.

from trapping at other defects. Therefore, A,
~ gives

only an upper limit for 1/rD In th. e interesting re-
gion, the experimental value of A,

~ was found to be
about twice as large as I/ra derived from the am-
plitude Az (see below). The difference between A,

&

and I/rD must be attributed to lower mobility of
the muon in the disturbed lattice and to trapping
(with possible detrapping) at other defects.

The amplitude A2 of the second frequency is
shown in Fig. 7 as a function of temperature. The
data points above 150 K were taken after partial an-
nealing of the sample; in the analysis, these data
points were corrected for the annealing effect via
measurements at 150 K where runs were made be-
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4mr„
1/rD ——c„Dq,

V„
(4)

where r„ is the trapping radius of the vacancy and
Vq the atomic volume. The vacancy concentration

fore and after annealing. From Az the mean free-
diffusion time 1D can be extracted using the relation
Ai =Ap[1+(hco) rii] ' . Since Leo is known ex-
perimentally (the sign of coi and co& were determined
by applying an external field), the only uncertainty
in A2 is due to Ao which in a real experiment might
be smaller than the initial amplitude of 15.5%. A
possible reduction would be due to other trapping
centers in addition to the one considered here. How-
ever, a fit of A2 with an Arrhenius function for rD
as a function of temperature indicates that Ap is
close to the initial amplitude of 15.5%%uo. Therefore,
in the final analysis Ap was fixed at 15.5o//o. The
values of iD obtained from the Ai analysis were
used in the calculation of the diffusion constant.

Finally, rD can be extracted from the phase shift

yz via the relation yz
——arctan(hc01D). Since pz

contains no unknown factors, it would be in princi-
ple the most suited parameter for the determination
of ~D. Unfortunately, the phase shift is very insensi-
tive to rD in the experimentally important region of
b,co rD »1, where yi is close to ir/2. However, this
part is covered safely by the Aq analysis. In the crit-
ical region, where hco vz comes close to 1, the exper-
imental value of q2 is consistent with vD derived
from Ai.

The mean free-diffusion time rD measured in the
present experiment can be used to derive the dif-
fusion coefficient of muons in Fe. Assuming
diffusion-limited trapping and some additional sim-
plifications, the following relation holds':

c„was determined from the measured resistivity as-
suming Eppes

——3.0)&10 " Qm per ppm Frenkel
pair (FP).' The resistivity recovery measured paral-
lel to the pSR measurements was in good agreement
with that reported in Ref. 12. In the temperature
range above stage I (110 K) but below stage III (220
K) we obtain a vacancy concentration of 19 ppm for
the high and 7 ppm for the low irradiation dose.
For the trapping radius, r, =3a (a is the lattice con-
stant) was assumed. A value of this order of magni-
tude is suggested from measurements of the spon-
taneous recombination volume of Frenkel defects in
irradiated bcc metals. '

The diffusion coefficient D„obtained from Eq.
(4) using rD from the Ai analysis is plotted in Fig. 8
as a function of inverse temperature. A fit with an
Arrhenius law (dashed line in Fig. 8) yields an ac-
tivation energy E, =38+3 meV and a preexponen-
tial factor Dp ——(3.3+0.3)X 10 cm /s. The errors
account for statistical uncertainties only. In addi-

tion, Dp may have systematic error (factor of 3—5)
since c„and r„are not well known. Using the
parameters given above the dashed lines in Fig. 7
displaying the temperature and dose dependence of
the amplitude Aq were obtained.

Muon diffusion in unirradiated iron was studied
in earlier experiments" ' '

by the motional narrow-
ing method. The data of the different groups agree
fairly well below 90 K, but larger discrepancies
occur at higher temperatures. It was shown ' ' that
above 90 K the A, values of Ref. 11 are influenced by
impurities; therefore, in the following, the data of
Ref. 20 will be considered.

The present results are in excellent agreement
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FIG. 8. Diffusion coefficient D„ for positive muons in
iron calculated from the trapping rate at vacancies. Open
and closed circles are for the low and high dose irradia-
tion (7 and 19 ppm vacancies below stage III), respective-

ly.
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with the motional narrowing data if diffusion over
tetrahedral interstitial sites is assumed whereas a
discrepancy of a factor of 26 occurs for diffusion
over octahedral sites (the large difference is caused
mainly by the different dipolar fields at these sites).
Although this discrepancy is rather large, no firm
exclusion of octahedral occupancy can be made
since the argument relies on the absolute value of Do
and on the calculated dipolar fields, i.e., on quanti-
ties which are not well known. But in spite of these
uncertainties, a preference for the tetrahedral occu-
pancy of the muon is suggested.

31—
V2

f MHzj .

30-

-0.960—

(a)

~ 0 ~ ~

Fe
e= irr.

D. Hyperfine field

In zero external field the local magnetic field B&
and the hyperfine field Bhr at the muon site can be
calculated from the measured frequency v2 by the
following formulas:

-0.955—

-0.950 I I I I

120 160
TEMPERATURE [K]

I

200

B„=2~v2/y,

4~~
SBgg ——BI

Thereby, the dipolar field contribution was neglected
because of the cubic symmetry discussed above. y is
the gyromagnetic ratio and Mq the saturation mag-
netization; Ms was calculated as Ms ——p(T)o„,
where cr„ is the saturation magnetization per unit
mass at temperature T (taken from Ref. 22), and
p(T) is the sample density. The density as a func-
tion of temperature was calculated assuming p(293
K)=7.874 g/cm and using the temperature-
dependent lattice parameters of Ref. 23.

Figure 9 shows the measured frequencies vz in the
upper part and the derived hyperfine field Bhf ln the
lower part. The solid line represents the saturation
magnetization Mz normalized to Bh~ at T=183 K.
The experimental data are limited at the low-
temperature side by the fact that the muons are too
slow and do not reach the defect in a sufficient short
time and on the high-temperature side by the an-
nealing of monovacancies in stage III around 220 K.

The hyperfine field (Fig. 9) shows an unusual
temperature dependence with an increase of Bhr be-
tween 90 and 140 K. This increase is not well un-
derstood at present. In principle, two explanations
are conceivable: (i) Bhr directly reflects the tempera-
ture dependence of the local magnetic field in Fe, or
(ii) the spatial extension of the muon wave function
changes with temperature, with the consequence
that the muon averages over different regions in the
crystal when the temperature is changed. The
second explanation seems to be a more likely one to
us.

Assuming that the increase of Bhr around 100 K

FIG. 9. (a) Precession frequency of trapped muons as a
function of temperature. (b) Hyperfine field Bhf calculat-
ed from the measured frequencies. The solid line shows
the relative temperature dependence of the saturation
magnetization Mz normalized at 183 K.

is due to the thermal population of an excited state
of the muon, a level energy on the order of 10 meV
would be suggested. Such low-lying states are very
likely to be due to tunneling splittings, but vibration-
al states in a very flat potential are also possible.

An alternative explanation would be a hopping
model where the muon changes places between the
substitutional and neighboring interstitial sites. As-
suming that the hyperfine field at the interstitial site
is close to the value of the undisturbed lattice, i.e.,
on the order of —1.1 T, and at the substitutional
site close to zero, ' then a weighted average of
Bhf = —0.95 T may well be obtained. In this model,
the increase of B~~ around 100 K could be explained
by assuming that the mean time of residence of the
muon changes slightly from the substitutional to the
interstitial sites when the temperature is raised.
However, this model should not be taken too literal-
ly since the muon is certainly not well localized and
therefore local considerations are not very realistic.

The muon hyperfine field at the substitutional site
was calculated by Kanamori et al. " and Akai
et aI. , and was found to be close to zero. Howev-
er, these authors claim that the total energy favors
an off-center position of the muon and that at these
places the field is indeed strongly negative with
values in reasonable agreement with the experimen-
tal result. Estreicher and Meier calculated B~~
values between —0.6 and —0.9 T in a model where
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lattice and muon vibrations were included explicitly.
From these calculations, it seems obvious, that
extended wave functions and/or off-center positions
of the muon are required to explain the data on the
hyperfine field.

well separated from other events which might occur
in parallel. Detailed results were obtained for (a) the
defect annealing, (b) the muon diffusion in Fe, and
(c) the hyperfine field at the vacancy site.
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